to title, it required non-belligerent states to remain neutral, and it ultimately offered few tools beyond warfare in international crises. It was only in the twentieth century, Hathaway and Shapiro argue, that states learned they could eliminate the most obvious incentives for war by criminalizing aggression, by declaring conquest illegitimate as a claim to territory, by relaxing the doctrine of neutrality so that non-belligerent states could punish war-making states with economic sanctions, and by rejecting coerced agreements (so-called gunboat diplomacy).
Their Grotius is still brilliant, but he's hardly the patron saint of international understanding long perpetuated in international legal scholarship. As in recent work by Martine Julia van Ittersum and Peter Borschberg, whom they follow, he's down from the heavens, writing fundamentally as a brilliant "corporate lawyer" for the Dutch East Indies Company. The main contributions of this "the great apologist of war" were to justify dubious VOC activities and to "recast the mass killing of human beings as a justified moral and legal procedure" (97). There's much truth in this account, but considerable complexity about Grotius and his world is flattened out in the service of the book's depiction of a single Old World Order where "might [was] right". For instance, Hathaway and Shapiro find it convenient to say that republican poet John Milton was among those influenced by Grotius but, instructively, this is Milton of a certain stripe. They ascribe to Milton the anonymous 1655 Manifesto of the Lord Protector of the Commonwealth declaring reasons for war again Spain, yet they do so relying (confusingly) on 1753 and 1845 editions and without acknowledging that modern Miltonists have been more circumspect about this ascription. It is of course easier to depict a coherent epoch when famous poets like Milton are shown enmeshed in its logic, but one worries the drive toward a homogenized "Old World Order" lends itself to some cherry picking.
For all the clarity of argument in The Internationalists, then, Marco Barducci's Grotius and the Century of Revolution 1613-1718: Transnational Reception in English Political Thought is an important complement. Quoting nearly verbatim the subtitle of Henk Nellen's unparalleled biography of Grotius, Barducci sees Grotius' career marked by a "life-long search for unity and peace in state and church" (87). Where Hathaway and Shapiro are somewhat obliged by their thesis to depict Grotius and his contemporaries as monomaniacally focused on justifying war, Barducci valuably tries to untangle many of the overlapping aspects of Grotius' reputation. He organizes Grotius' English reception thematically, discussing in seven learned chapters first "State, Resistance, Government", then "State, Church, and Religion", and finally "Property and Empire". In Part I, Barducci tackles the conundrum of a Grotius claimed both by mid-century resistance theorists like Henry Parker and Samuel Rutherford but also admired and cited by royalists and absolutists, including Henry Hammond and Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon. Barducci views Grotius as essentially "conservative", advocating fundamentally a "contractarian asbolutism", which is to say, an absolutism premised on the notion that "people were free to dispose of themselves, so they could transfer their sovereign rights in return for protection" (61, 68, 29) . But if the appeal of this view to English royalists is obvious enough, what then of Grotius among resistance theorists? Here, it is Grotius' theory of sovereignty -in particular, his willingness to consider sovereignty as fundamentally divisible -that offered parliamentarians the opportunity to describe sovereign parliamentary resistance as lawful public war insofar as Parliament held, at a minimum, some of the marks of English sovereignty (as determined by historical inquiry inspired by Grotius' comparable work on the Dutch republic).
One of the aspects that made it difficult for radical English dissenters to adopt Grotius in toto however was Grotius' strong praise for English episcopacy. Grotius' "search for unity and peace" led the Arminian Grotius along a via media between radical Calvinism and
